LEAVYSEAL CONNECTOR - THE FLEXIBLE SEALED HIGH PIN COUNT SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

Constantly expanding with new offers to support the growing industry needs.

With new offerings from our LEAVYSEAL connector series, we increase your design flexibility for sealed high pin count applications. Environmentally sealed, they are designed for wire-to-wire, wire-to-device and wire-to-board applications. The lever design supports easy assembly, and variants made of flame-retardant UL 94 V-0 material, the high temperature range of -40 to +140°C and a high level of IP protection (IP67, IP69K with cover) make LEAVYSEAL a secure solution for harsh environment applications.

TARGET MARKETS

- Truck
- Bus
- Construction
- Agriculture
- Special Vehicles
- Mining

APPLICATIONS

- Motors and Gearboxes
- ABS/EBD Brake Units
- Actuator
- Bulkhead
- Fuse and Relay Boxes
- E-Motor
- EV Battery
- Lighting
- Wire-To-Wire
- Wire-To-Board

GET TO KNOW OUR NEWEST PRODUCTS

Over the years, we have expanded our LEAVYSEAL connector portfolio to bring new solutions to the customer, and the line is still growing. We have added product variations, additional keyings, new configurations, as well as additional accessories.

Please check product family drawing 2293396 for all available options.
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